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THE COVER
The crafty red fox is simultaneously
praised and condemned by humans
for his predatory ways. As will
be seen in the article on page 2
he is neither all good nor all bad.
1
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CRAFTY
are one of t~e ~orld's
most widely distributed
animals. Foxes of one species or another are to be found
throughout this country. Their
ability to exist in areas of high
human activity speak well for
their legendary craftiness.
Maine has two species of fox.
The red fox ( Vulpes f ulva) is our
common fox and is found
throughout the state. A smaller
cousin, the grey fox ( Urocyon
cinereoargenteus), is found in
some sections of southern Maine;
in recent years, the range of the
grey fox has been extending
northward in the state. This
range extension follows closely
the extension of cottontail rabbit
range, and since cottontails con-

F

OXES

COUSINS
By Harold M. Blanchard
Game Biologist

stitute an important food item in
the diet of grey foxes, it is assumed that these range expansions are linked.
The red fox is about the size of
a small dog, and adults weigh
from eight to fourteen pounds.
The males are larger than the f emales. A pointed nose, bushy
tail, and prominent ears are the
chief physical characteristics.
Typically, the color of a red fox
is reddish yellow, with black ears
and feet, grizzled on the rump,
and a white tip on the tail. However, other color phases do occur
and can be found in the same litter. The best known of these

color phases is the once-valuable
silver fox.
Silver foxes are black with
frosted white hair chiefly in the
head, shoulder, and rump areas.
A lesser known color phase of the
red fox is the cross fox in which a
dark streak of hair forms an x
on the back of the animal. Another color more common than
the above mentioned is the yellow
or sampson phase. A sampson
fox is typically a light yellow with
very little of the reddish coloring.
Grey foxes are generally somewhat .maller than red foxes, with
a nose that appears more blunt.
They are grizzled grey in color,
with reddish brown on the chest,
neck and sides of the belly. Most
of the underparts are white. The
sides of the muzzle and the underchin are blackish. The tail has a
mane of stiff, black hairs near its
base. Generally speaking, the
grey fox is not as cunning as his
red cousin.
are mem~ers of the d~g
Matmg occurs in
Flate family.
January and February, and
OXES

the young are born after a gestation period of about 50 days.
Fox dens are usually burrows in
the ground with enlarged nesting
chambers and with multiple entrances. Litter sizes may range
from one to ten pups although
four or five are most common.
Foxes are able to breed at one
year of age and have been known
to live for twelve years in captivity.
Fox fur was once in great demand in the fur industry, and
there were many fox farms in

The red fox resembles a small collie
dog, with large bushy tail with
white tip, and large triangular ears.
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Maine where foxes were bred,
raised, and pelted for their fur.
During these periods of high
value, trapping pressure kept fox
populations at a healthy level.
Consequent changes in fashions
eliminated the fox farming industry and removed trapping pressure so that, periodically, fox
populations in the wild became
very high.
Latham (1950) in
Pennsylvania found that fox population densities in some areas
reached a high of one animal per
12 acres. It is doubtful if this

density is approached in Maine.
As with any wild animal population, nature exerts. a leveling
force as the numbers of animals
become too dense. Diseases are
now controlling fox numbers
since man has been virtually removed from the picture by declining fur values. Mange and distemper outbreaks have limited
fox numbers during the past 25
years. Recently, rabies has been
found in the state, and high fox
populations have been important
carriers of this disease. Out of
a total of 37 positive rabies cases
reported by the Department of
Health and Welfare during the
period December 14, 1964 to May
13, 1967, 27 were found in foxes.
Programs of poisoning initiated
by the Department of Health and
Welfare and carried out by the
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
and the Department of Inland
Fisheries and Game have reduced
fox populations in treated areas
but thus far have failed to eliminate rabies outbreaks completely.
Other than the diseases discussed above, man has been the
chief enemy of the fox. The animal's ability to survive and thrive
in settled sections is indicative of
its intelligence and cunning.

the fox are extremely
variable, depending upon location and season of the year.
They are omnivorous-that is to
say, they eat both plant and animal matter. Mice and other small
animals such . as ground squirrels
and rabbits constitute a major
diet item in most areas and at
most times of year.
Frogs,
snakes, and small birds are also
taken, as are all forms of carrion.
Fruits, nuts, and berries are
taken when available.
The raiding of barnyard poultry flocks by foxes is found in
fact and fable. This activity has
tended to make many farmers ignore the beneficial activities of
foxes, such as controlling high
populations of mice whose activity might be hurting the farmer
a great deal more than the loss of
an occasional chicken. Some
states have tried to control fox
populations by bounty systems
and the use of paid trappers.
These systems have failed in
most instances to control fox
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numbers and have led to many
abuses. Frequently, sportsmen
blame the scarcity of game birds
-in Maine, grouse, woodcock,
and pheasant-on foxes. Except
in very limited areas, these accusations have little basis, in fact.
Although foxes will take game
birds when they can, it has not
been shown that they are limiting populations in any areas. In
an intensive Pennsylvania study,
Latham (1952) found fox diets
to be remarkably free of game
birds.
Results of an annual game kill
survey conducted by the Department of Inland Fisheries and
Game indicate that about 7,000
foxes are killed in Maine each
year by hunters.
Suggested Reading
Latham, Roger M. 1950. The Food
of Predaceous Animals in Northeastern
United States.
Pennsylvania Game
Commission, Harrisburg, Pa.
Latham, Roger M. 1952. "The Predator Question." Pennsylvania Game
News, Special Issue No. 5. Pennsylvania Game Commission, Harrisburg,
Pa.

Ru« III

The gray fox appears more cat-like
than the red fox because of its
shorter ears and muzzle.
Maine Fish and Game - Winter, 1967-68
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A fawn begins taking plant foods
by the middle of summer and becomes
less dependent on its mother's milk.

THE DEER'S YEAR
Four Seasons With The Adaptable White-tail
different things
to different people. To
the hunter, a deer is the
fine, fat animal of autumn-preferably a buck with huge antlers.
To the tourist and fisherman, a
deer means the sleek, red-coated
animal of .summer-frequently a
doe with her spotted fawn. To
those who are privileged to see
deer throi ghout the year, a deer
means these things and many
more. I hope that this look at
the deer's year allows more people

D

EER MEAN

By Dr. Donald F. Behrend
Deer Research Leader

to share the complete story of
this magnificent animal.
Most newborn white-tails start
their first year in June, when
older deer are still recovering
from the deprivations of winter
and early spring. During June,
all healthy deer finish shedding
their gray winter coat and assume the thin, red coat of sum-

mer. Antler growth in bucks is
speeded up, and does that have
carried fawns since late fall now
bear the burden of nursing their
young. These activities all require energy and nutritious food.
In addition to this, studies in New
Hampshire indicate that the basic
energy requirement for life itself
is highest in June and July. This
requires more feeding activity
and probably accounts for the
number of deer that are seen in
late spring and early summer.
This may be early summer, but
the living still isn't easy-not for
deer, anyway.
Fawns can navigate shortly
after birth, but they are not consistently active for several weeks.
By mid-summer, most fawns are
accompanying their mothers regularly and are getting nourishment from plants as well as from
milk. Thus, early in life, a deer
begins its dependence on plants,
a dependence which by winter
will be so complete that it will influence its behavior throughout
life.
F THERE are truly days of milk
and honey for deer, they must
be those of late summer and early
autumn. Food is abundant, and
the weather is mild. Does are being increasingly relieved of the
strain of nursing as their fawns
consume greater amounts of plant
food. Antler growth is completed
in the bucks, and the velvet which
has supplied the growing antlers
with nutrients via the bloodstream is shed. The basic energy
requirement for life itself is even
reduced.
The only additional
burden at this time is the growing

I
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of the heavy, gray, winter coat.
But this coat is such a fine insulator against the chill of winter
that it's well worth the cost.
Without it, deer would doubtless
be unable to survive our northern
winters.
In late summer and early fall,
even the social life of deer seems
carefree. Some yearlings (fawns
of the previous year) have rejoined their mothers and along
with the new fawns form a family group. The young fawns can
often be seen "playing"
with
older deer and other fawns. One
of their "games" consists of alternating slow approaches to another animal, with galloping withdrawals. A descriptive name for
it might be "catch me if you can."
Fawns raised in captivity away
from other deer seem to enjoy the
same game with people, especially
young children.
But the beginning of the end of
these happy days is already in
sight. Bucks that might have fed
shoulder to shoulder in July are
now hostile.
Tree saplings and
shrubs begin to be rubbed by the
buck's hardened antlers, and, occasionally,
large patches
of
ground are pawed up.
These
signs are all forerunners of the
rut-the
breeding period when
the bucks are dominated by their
sex drives.

tive only during a short heat period of about 24 hours. If breeding and conception do not occur
in the first heat, the cycle is repeated, and heat reoccurs in 28
days. Up to three heats have
been recorded, thus insuring that
practically all does capable of
breeding are actually bred.
The rutting buck with his polished antlers and swollen neck is
surely the deer most sought by
the hunter. Every hunter probably has his own theory on what
accounts for maximum activity,
and many believe that a spell of
cold weather is required to get
bucks moving in earnest. Actually, the entire breeding cycle of all
deer and the antler growth cycle
of the bucks are both controlled
by changes in day length over the
entire year. This accounts for
the fact that the height of the rut
occurs so regularly in midNovember, despite differences in

weather from year to year. Still,
there may be something to the old
"cold-weather theory." Researchers in Michigan have found that
does which were extremely fat
did not ovulate, or come into heat,
as soon as their thinner counterparts. Thus, in seasons when
many does are very fat, their first
heats might be delayed until cold
weather required that some fat
be utilized for energy. If heat
was thus triggered in many does
in a short period, this might result in increased movement of
breeding bucks. But, while
weather might account for some
variation in rutting activity, day
length still exerts the primary
control.
Concurrent with rutting is the
hunting season in Maine. This is
the time when the only currently
effective predator - man - influences deer behavior greatly.
Most evidence suggests that deer

begins in October in
Maine and peaks in midNovember. At the height of the
rut, bucks are very active in their
quest for does in breeding condition. Does, in contrast, are recep-

R

UTTING

By early autumn a buck's antler
growth is completed, and the
velvet is ready to be shed.
Maine Fish and Game - Winter, 1967-68
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have little inherent fear of man
and learn to fear him through experience. Let's take a brief look
at what this means.
Young deer are relatively vulnerable to hunting early in the
season, and many are taken then.
Studies in New York, where
mostly bucks are hunted, have
shown that male yearlings appear
to learn quickly and soon are as
wary as older deer. Heavy hunting pressure keeps deer in almost
constant turmoil, moving often
throughout the day. Animals that
are to survive under these conditions must learn to flee effective-

ly. Lesser hunting pressures, as
are common in Maine, affect deer
behavior less profoundly. Under
these conditions, most deer movement can be attributed to rutting·
and feeding activity. This means
that does and young deer are
most influenced by local concentrations of food such as beechnuts, apples, etc., and the rutting
bucks are found in the vicinity of
the does. As every experienced
deer hunter knows, differences in
food supplies produce differences
in local deer distribution and behavior from year to year. Locating the deer and determining
their activity patterns presents
one of the greatest challenges in
hunting.
IN the hunting season,
weather begins to influence
deer, principally through the
combined effects of cold and wind.
The result is an increased use of
sheltered areas, particularly those
stands with spruce, fir, or cedar
cover overhead. As winter comes
on, increasing snow depths, in
addition to wind and cold, exert
considerable influence on deer behavior.
Overall, activity falls off rapidly following the rut. By midDecember, breeding is decreasing
rapidly, and the bucks begin to
shed their antlers. Bucks that
have fed little during the rut now
begin to €at more and to regain
some of their lost weight. But as

L
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Winter is hard on deer. Most of
the food has been browsed from
these branches by hungry deer.
Smaller deer cannot reach
what is left.
6

winter settles in, all deer become
less active, especially during periods of extreme cold and during
storms. In regions where snow
cover reaches at least 15 to 20
inches, deer concentrate in sheltered areas commonly called deer
yards. These areas, which have
been studied extensively in Maine,
offer protection from chilling
winds and easier traveling due to
reduced snow depths. Food is
usually scarce, though, under
heavy evergreen shelter. This is
so because plants need light to
grow and because deer themselves may have reduced the number of food plants in past winters.
Thus begins the deer's winter.
How tough it will be depends on
several factors: the condition of
the animals going into the winter; availability of nutritious
food; amount of severe cold and
windy weather; and the length of
the season of restrictive snow
depths. These factors may vary
greatly from place to place and
from year to year, and deer behavior often varies accordingly.
Actually, like any other biological
process, deer behavior develops or
evolves over long periods of time
and is shaped by many factors
such as climate, vegetation, and
predators-including man.
The white-tailed deer is an excellent example of an adaptable
creature-that is, one which can
vary its behavior as circumstances warrant. Our deer demonstrate this in their feeding behavior, daily activity patterns,
and their reaction to man. This
adaptability, coupled with two
other characteristics, has allowed
deer to survive in northern regions. One of these factors is the
heavy winter coat, which by virtue of its many hollow hairs provides fine insulation against cold.
The other factor isn't so easily
explained but in reality amounts
to a reduced requirement for
energy to live on in winter. It
means that deer can exist on less
Maine Fish and Game - Winter, 1967-68

food in winter than in summer.
This is so well established that
even captive deer with unlimited
food supplies eat less and lose
weight in winter.
Coming at a
time when food is naturally short,
the reduced need must be a valuable aid to survival.
But this doesn't mean that winter food isn't important, because
adequate food is important at all
seasons. In long, hard winters,
numbers of deer may actually die
from malnutrition.
Deep snows
are especially hard on smaller
deer-the
fawns-because
it is
difficult for them both to travel
and to reach high branches for
food. And-the
tale of Bambi
notwithstanding-when
food is
short, it's pretty much every deer
for itself, with the larger deer
taking most of the food.
It is
during these severe winters that
logging and pulpwood cutting
often make the difference between
starvation and survival by providing quantities of high quality
food.
inactive time for deer, but as
the days lengthen, activity begins

W

INTER is a relatively
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to increase. If travel conditions
permit, deer often take advantage
of the late winter sun's heat by
moving to more exposed southern
slopes.
The benefits there are
twofold: increased warmth and
decreased snow cover. While activity is increasing, it is still low,
as if the deer are waiting for
spring.
Then comes spring, and things
really begin to happen rapidly
again.
Food requirements and
activity increase, shedding of the
winter coat begins, new antler
growth begins in the bucks, and
- perhaps most important - the
unborn generation begins to be
directly affected by the condition
of the does. This has been determined by studies. in Michigan
which have found that the unborn
fawns carried by under-nourished
does begin to suffer at about 130
days after being conceived. This
is when food really begins to be
critical. If adequate amounts of
nutritious food are available, the
fawns can be carried, born alive,
and nursed successfully.
If not,
many will die before, or shortly
after, birth.
In May, the pace quickens as
feeding activity increases great-

ly. The time of very high energy
requirements is upon the deer,
and the worn winter coat is being
rapidly lost. The final development of the unborn fawns is taking place, and antler development
in bucks is quickening.
Deer
start to be seen here, there, almost everywhere, and some early
fawns are born.
In June, the deer's year is completed but at the same time begun
anew with a new generation taking part.
These new deer will
possess all of the best characteristics of their ancestors-and
perhaps just a slight bit more. They
will quickly become both adaptable and beautiful animals, insuring their survival in the foreseeable future and the admiration
of all thinking men.

In late winter, deer move to snowfree southern slopes where they find
warmth and the first green growth.
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EDUCATION
A Re ort From the Foundation
By Donald K. Christie
Supervisor of Conservation Education

GAIN a productive season has come to a close at the
- Freeman-Waterhouse Campus of the Conservation
Education Foundation of Maine. More than 497 junior
and senior high school students participated in the one
week offerings of the school commencing May 1, 1967.
The weather during the first three weeks of operation left
much to be desired, and snow was still in evidence during
the third week of May. Conditions of this nature tend
to force classes indoors and hamper field work to a great
degree; however, with the quality of instruction furnished
by the research personnel, even adverse physical conditions
could not dampen the spirits or progress of the students.
Teacher workshops were well attended, and a total of
84 graduate and undergraduate candidates participated in
the four three-week summer workshops.
Field trips during these sessions included travel to
Evans Notch, Patte Brook game management area (in the
White Mountain National Forest), Sugarloaf Mountain
(for study of sub-alpine flora) and the game farm and
fish hatchery of the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries ·
and Game at Gray.
A highlight of the summer sessions was the pilot "Basic
Field Ecology Course" led and instructed by Mr. Vance
Wells, associate professor of biology, Farmington State
College. Six students were exposed to field work experience through an ecological distribution study of plants.
Since scientific emphasis is being channeled in this direction more each day, it was and is the hope of the Foundation to provide teachers with more depth and confidence
in this regard.
Physical plant innovations have been completed, and
the two dormitories now boast new roofs. A garage on
the property has been converted to a work laboratory, thus
freeing the stone lodge for further utilization as a library
and written research area.
At present, the 1968 season planning is underway, and
information and procedures are available from the Augusta office of the Maine Fish and Game Department.
The Foundation expresses its appreciation to the following organizations and agencies contributing to the academic presentations of the school and extends a special

Field trips highlighted the four
three-week teacher workshops.
8

vote of thanks to the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Game for its continued financial support of this
undertaking: Maine Forest Service, Maine Department of
Sea and Shore Fisheries, Maine Water Improvement Commission, Maine Parks and Recreation Commission, Maine
Department of Agriculture, Maine Department of Education, Federal Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, U. S.
Coast Guard Auxiliary Flotilla 202, U. S. Soil Conservation Service, U. S. Geological Survey, Maine Natural Resources Council, Maine Forest Products Industries, Gorham State College, Farmington State College, and the University of Maine.
Much of the work of the Foundation is directed toward
a better understanding of the function of conservation and
conservation agencies by the general public. Environmental control and enhancement is a constant up-hill
struggle that is virtually impossible without public support. In this regard, our organization hopes to assist in
liaison between the layman and professional resource managers.
The surface has scarcely been scratched in this regard,
but we are striving constantly toward a greater realization
of the critical situation that exists in our world today.
Phil Goggins spoke to youth groups on the research
projects of the Department of Sea and Shore Fisheries.
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dor, and additional recoveries are expected from the
autumn Greenland fishery. These tag recoveries
combined with those from other salmon producing
areas are helping to answer many of the questions
that arose with the establishment of the Greenland
fishery for Atlantic salmon.
The sport fishery catch of salmon in Maine waters
during 1967 was consistent with recent trends;
final figures, when compiled, will show a slight increase in the total catch. This is encouraging when
one considers the recent drought conditions experienced by these fish during their early years in the
streams. Preliminary figures. for the angling catch
by rivers is as follows: Dennys, 36 fish; East Machias and Machias combined, 75 fish; Pleasant, 10
fish; Narraguagus, 60 fish; and the Sheepscot, 30
fish.
The 103rd Legislature approved the biennial
budget request of the Atlantic Sea Run Salmon
Commission and appropriated $50,162 for the fiscal
year 1967-68 and $50,767 for 1968-69. A special
resolve was also passed allocating $23,500 for water
control structures for the Narraguagus River. With
the completion of engineering studies, construction
will start in 1968.
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Run Salmon
heir work in
during 1967.
Ronald T. Speers, Maine Fish and Game Commissioner, was elected to membership on the Executive Committee of the International Association of
Game, Fish, and Conservation Commissioners. This
committee is the policy making body of IAGFCC
and a most influential group in the field of conservation.
Ronald W. Green, Maine Sea and Shore Fisheries
Commissioner, was unanimously re-elected Chairman of the Standing Committee on Finance and Administration, International Commission for the
Northwest Atlantic Fisheries, a position of international trust that Mr. Green has held for several
years.
During 1967, several research documents and
briefs were prepared by-Salmon Commission personnel for distribution to members of the Joint
Working Party on North Atlantic Salmon, International Council for the Exploration of the Sea, and
the International Commission for the Northwest
Atlantic Fisheries meeting held at Boston, Mass. A
paper and summary was also prepared and submitted to the Salmon and Trout Committee of ICES
meeting held at Hamburg, Germany.
8-1
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By Alfred L. Meister
Salmon Commission Biologist

salmon play an important role
in the restoration and management activities
of the State of Maine. During the spring of 1967,
more than 200,000 Atlantic salmon were distributed
to the salmon streams from Calais to Kennebunk.
Many of these fish, prior to their release, were
tagged or fin-clipped for research and management
purposes. In all, 12 tons of salmon averaging 8.8
fish per pound were reared at facilities of the U. S.
Fish and Wildlife Service and the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Game.
Recoveries of Maine tagged salmon during 1967
followed the pattern established by returns from
earlier releases. Many of the marine recoveries
were from Newfoundland waters, including Labrador, and additional recoveries are expected from the
autumn Greenland fishery. These tag recoveries
combined with those from other salmon producing
areas are helping to answer many of the questions
that arose with the establishment of the Greenland
fishery for Atlantic salmon.
The sport fishery catch of salmon in Maine waters
during 1967 was consistent with recent trends;
final figures, when compiled, will show a slight increase in the total catch. This is encouraging when
one considers the recent drought conditions experienced by these fish during their early years in the
streams. Preliminary figures for the· angling catch
by rivers is as follows : Dennys, 36 fish; East Machias and Machias combined, 75 fish; Pleasant, 10
fish; Narraguagus, 60 fish; and the Sheepscot, 30
fish.
The 103rd Legislature approved the biennial
budget request of the Atlantic Sea Run Salmon
Commission and appropriated $50,162 for the fiscal
year 1967-68 and $50,767 for 1968-69. A special
resolve was also passed allocating $23,500 for water
control structures for the N arraguagus River. With
the completion of engineering studies, construction
will start in 1968.
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on Penobscot
River fishways was hampered
by
high water.
Great Works fishway (shown) was
approximately
one-half completed by the end of
1967.
Fishway at Milford is expected
to be
finished early in 1968.

An intensive program of fish restoration and
recreational development is currently underway on
Maine's largest river-the Penobscot. The selection of this drainage to serve as a "Model River"
has resulted in increased federal assistance on a
matching fund basis. Salmon restoration under the
Anadromous Fish Act of 1965 is proceeding, with
fish passage facilities of primary importance. Fishways at Milford and Great Works are presently
under construction, with a target date of 1970 set
for completion of all fish passage structures on the
main stem of the Penobscot.
Two members of the Atlantic Sea Run Salmon
Commission received recognition for their work in
the field of international conservation during 1967.
Ronald T. Speers, Maine Fish and Game Commissioner, was elected to membership on the Executive Committee of the International Association of
Game, Fish, and Conservation Commissioners. This
committee is the policy making body of IAGFCC
and a most influential group in the field of conservation.
Ronald W. Green, Maine Sea and Shore Fisheries
Commissioner, was unanimously re-elected Chairman of the Standing Committee on Finance and Administration, International Commission for the
Northwest Atlantic Fisheries, a position of international trust that Mr. Green has held for several
years.
During 1967, several research documents and
briefs were prepared byrSalmon Commission personnel for distribution to members of the Joint
Working Party on North Atlantic Salmon, International Council for the Exploration of the Sea, and
the International Commission for the Northwest
Atlantic Fisheries meeting held at Boston, Mass. A
paper and summary was also prepared and submitted to the Salmon and Trout Committee of ICES
meeting held at Hamburg, Germany.
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vivor reports that the men were as loaded as the boat.
A wave came over the stern, capsizing them. From here
we flew the North Branch area looking for moose in the
beaver bogs. Finished work at 9: 00 p.m. Four hours
in boat. Two hours flying. Drove 63 miles.
AUGUST 7, TEMP. 84°. FAIR, HUMID DAY. THUNDERSTORMS THREATENING.
Started work at 8 :00 a.m. Went to Sumner, Buckfield,
and Mechanic Falls tending crop damage by deer at eight
farms. Checked for fishermen at Twenty-Mile River,
Bicknell, and Bog brooks. Checked a fisherman on the
Twenty-mile who told of seeing an old otter and two
young ones playing around him at the Redding Pool. Received the first night hunting complaint of the season;
someone shot a lamb deer, and was frightened off before
he could put the deer in his car. It is ever thus. Supper,
home one hour. Went to Norway Lake with canoe checking fishermen. It begins to appear that we need more
than a 20-foot canoe and a five-horse motor. Bigger
boats and ]arge motors are becoming more common each
year. Three hours in boat.
Thirty-three fishermen
checked with 71 fish. Eight crop damage complaints
tended. Walked five miles. Drove 75 miles.

By Harry N. Kearney
Warden Inspector

I

t is hoped that the following notes might help the sports-

man to gain some insight in the varied duties of a
game warden. It will also show him some of the uses the
warden service dollar is spent for.
These notes are not from any one warden, they are not
necessarily from any one year. They are, however, notes
that have been sent in by wardens. They are actual hap·
penings written in the manner that nearly any warden
might write.
JULY 7, TEMP. 76°. FAIR, WARM DAY, NO WIND.
Started work at 7: 00 a.m. Proceeded towards Bingham
to work with warden there. Received radio call to return to base, to assist on a drowning at Caucomgomac
Lake. Met warden pilot, flew to area. After talking with
the survivor, we searched for and found the body which
was turned over to the sheriff and medical examiner. Two
men had gone fishing on this nine mile long lake in a .
nine foot pram, powered by a 71/z h.p. motor. The sur-

SEPTEMBER7, TEMP. 66°. FAIR, COOL DAY; WINDY.
Started 7: 30. Wrote reports and correspondence. Attended district court. Busy day there; cases were not
heard until 1 : 00 p.m. Out of court at 2: 00. Patrolled
through Fayette and Readfield watching for signs of violations. Saw a doe deer with a fawn whose front end was
regular color, but his hind quarters were pure white. At
home from 4: 00 until 8: 00 p.m. Met warden at Dresden. Worked area on a night hunting complaint. Nights
are cooling off, and the red coat feels good. Heard a flock
of geese last night. Walked four miles. Drove 167 miles.
Two violators convicted.
OCTOBER 7, TEMP. 58°. OVERCAST.
Started 9:00 a.m. Checked bird hunters from Rockwood to Moxie, along the paper company roads. Received call at I: 15 p.m. of a young man from Skowhegan
being shot by his friend for a partridge. Proceeded to
the area, and investigated the report. I fail to see how
an eighteen year old boy can be mistaken for a bird, but
guess anything is possible. Supper at Bingham. Met
warden at Moxie, worked on a night hunting complaint
at Moscow, with good results. Deer coming out in all
fields, and night hunting complaints are common. Walked
five miles. Drove I 31 miles. Checked seven hunters
with twenty-one partridges.
'
NOVEMBER 7, TEMP. 38°. CLOUDY. SNOW AND RAIN
MIXED.
After searching the Spencer Pond area yesterday,
started at 6:00 a.m. today. Was flown in to Third St.
John Pond at daylight. Searched area from Third to
First St. John for the New Jersey hunter lost on the North
Branch of the Penobscot on Nov. 5. Worked with two
other wardens. At about 3: 00 p.m., we discovered the
lost man's tracks in a spruce thicket. There was enough
" ...
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spent most of day checking cottages ... "
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"Attended

district court.

Busy day there .. ."

snow so we could trail him quite easily. He travelled in a
generally northern course, and we caught up with him
just after dark, approximately three miles from Fifth St.
John. The man was exhausted and mentally mixed up.
He thought we were going to arrest him for Sunday hunting and tried to run when we approached him. We radioed by walkie-talkie for warden pilot to pick us up at
Fifth St. John Pond in the morning. We prepared to
spend the night in the woods. Temperature dropping
rapidly. Flew one hour. Walked eighteen miles. Found
one lost man.
7, TEMP. 18°. FAIR, WINDY.
Twenty-six years ago today, Pearl Harbor was bombed.
Started at 8: 00. Attended Superior Court on a night
hunting case. Waited all day for our case to come up; was
told at 7: 00 p.m. to come back tomorrow. The defense
lawyer on an arson case is being quite long-winded. I
doubt if we will be heard tomorrow. It always seems
more difficult to sit around a courtroom waiting for your
case to be heard than to lie out on a cold night trying to
make the case. Finished at 9: 00 p.m. Drove fifty-four
miles.
JANUARY 7, TEMP. 16° BELOW AT 6:00 A.M.
CLEAR,
DECEMBER

CALM.

Started work at 8: 30 a.m. Three feet of snow in the
woods. Deer all yarded up, and the bucks have shed
their antlers. Went to Pleasant Lake, spent most of day
checking cottages there for illegal entry, snow on the roofs,
or neglect in closing camp in the fall. Hard snowshoeing.
Every year some people closing camp in a hurry leave a
window open or forget to lock all the doors. Last year
one man didn't even close the door. It would be a help
if these camp owners would put their names in a conspicuous place. Today I spent two hours looking over tax
records to find owners of seven cottages left open. Finished
5 :00 p.m. Drove thirty-nine miles. Walked nine miles.
Checked ninety-one camps, seven left open.

at Caucomgomoc Lake. Today was spent walking out
to Round Pond, and Caucomgomoc.
I will spend the
night at the warden's camp here, and go back for the
machine tomorrow. Today is my little girl's birthday; I
was expected at the party. Snowshoed fifteen miles.
7, TEMP. 30°. OVERCAST.
Started at 9: 00 a.m. Met warden pilot, flew over Hurricane sugar country. Checked on occupied maple sugar
camps in this area. Looks like more snow. Purchased
food, and prepared equipment to go to Hurricane warden
camp for two weeks to check for violations in the sugaring area. Tended a dog complaint in the Hebron area.
A fine doe, carrying twin fawns, was chewed so badly
by three pet dogs that she as well as the dogs had to be
disposed of. Probably nothing bothers me or any other
warden quite as much as this. Drove twenty-six miles.
Flew three hours. Walked five miles.
APRIL

7, TEMP. 35° BELOW. CLOUDY, HIGH WIND.
I never have seen such weather, seven feet of snow in
the woods. Extremely difficult traveling. Started at 6: 30
a.m. The whole division is working with the U. S. Air
Force to assist in recovering the bodies at the site of a
plane crash. I wonder if a man's stomach ever gets used
to these jobs. We wouldn't be able to accomplish anything here without these over-the-snow machines. Even
with as difficult circumstances as these, we are not having
too much difficulty in hauling men and equipment the
twelve miles in to the scene. Our equipment seems superior to the Air Force's as far as traveling is concerned.
Their clothing is too heavy for comfort while working,
while ours is too light to sit around in under these conditions. Drove eighteen miles. Five foot miles. Six hours
on snow machines.

7, TEMP. 50°. CLEAR.
Started at 8: 30. Ice is out of the cove, should be out
of the lake in another week. Put the big boat in the
water: Heard a. large flock of geese flying over, just
checking on the ice, I guess. Brooks are high, but it
seems good to hear water running again. At home writing those miserable reports this afternoon. In the evening met the warden from Bethel, checked for smelt fish~rmen ~n his district. Finis~ed at 2: 00 a.m. Drove fiftyfour miles. Walked four miles. Checked eighty-nine fishermen, 25 8 quarts of smelts.

7, TEMP. 25°. FAIR, WARM.
Started at 7: 00 a.m. After all the talk, the Department has made concerning the correct equipment to take
along on a snow machine trip, I went to Allagash Lake
on the 5th, to check fishermen. I ~ad planned on leaving
for home this morning. Just as I arnved at the woods road
on the shore of the lake, the drive belt of the snow machine broke. On checking, I found that the spare belt
that has been in the machine all winter is now in my car

7, TEMP. 63 °. CLOUDY, DRIZZLE.
Started at 9: 00 ~.m. .Checked BickneU and Bog brooks,
and the Twenty-mile River for fishermen. Trout are rising to dry flies. Black flies are thick; if it isn't a snowstorm there are always flies to bother a person. Deer and
partridge seem to have wintered well with many young of
both species being reported. It looks like a banner year
for game. Drove thirty-nine miles. Walked six miles.
Checked twelve fishermen, forty-seven trout.

FEBRUARY
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F'ish and Game Department
already
owns about I, I 00 acres of Scarboro
Marsh area.
Bureau of Sport
Fisheries and Wildlife is acquiring
nine other marshes for a multi-unit
National
Wildlife
Refuge.

are destroyed by land fills, subdivisions, dredging operations, and other
works of man which have caused
marshlands to disappear at such an
alarming rate along the northeast
coast.
The history of Maine began along
the forty-odd miles of seacoast where
the Coastal Maine Refuge is located.
The famous
Captain
John Smith
visited here in 1614, and a band of
adventurers headed by Richard Vines
erected a log cabin in lower Biddeford and spent a winter-all
this before the Pilgrims
immortalized
a
boulder in Plymouth Harbor.
Early
settlers at Cape Porpoise lived on islands, safe from marauding Indians
who made life difficult for pioneers
in the last half of the 17th century.
In the 18th and 19th centuries,
salt marshes were important proper-

ties.
Farmers located well inland
owned pieces of salt marsh.
Before
roads were built, hay was cut and
stacked on stakes driven close together in the marsh.
The tops of
these stakes, or staddles as they
were called, were kept just above the
level of full moon tides. When winter came, the hay would be sledded
home.
Old timers recall the special
marsh shoes that horses wore when
working on the marsh.
The beginning of the present century witnessed the recreational
development of the barrier beaches that
protect the marshes from the sea.
Railway and trolley lines brought
swarms of summer visitors to the
splendid beaches between Portsmouth
and Portland.
When rail travel surrendered
to the automobile,
good
roads brought new demands for summer homes and new threats to tidal
marshes.

tidal marshes were the
most valuable asset to coastal
communities in colonial times be-

A

L THOUGH

Toward Saving Maine's Salt Marshes
Map and photos courtesy of the
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Federal and State land acquisition programs are preserving
valuable wildlife habitat on the Maine coast.

DEPARTMENT of the Interior's Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife and the
State of Maine are well on their way
to success with their joint effort to
preserve the chain of tidal marshes
between Kittery and Portland. The
State's ownership of the Scarboro
marshes and the Bureau's establishment of the new Coastal Maine National Wildlife Refuge will secure
several thousand acres of valuable
wetlands, essential to waterfowl and
other forms of wildlife, before they

T

HE

By Edward A. Sherman
Conservation Education Coordinator
U. S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife

Land fills such as this at Lower Wells
Marsh threaten many wetlands areas.
".
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Where. the tides meet fresh water,
bearing nutrients from the land, are
found some of the most fertile
grounds in the world. The sun completes the job of manufacturing the
food needed for plankton, shrimp,
worms, shellfish, and species of fish
that are hatched and spend the early
part of their lives in these nursery
grounds.
Remains of the trolley line are still
visible at Brave Boat Harbor.

cause of the hay crop, for several
generations the marshes lay undisturbed until 20th century earthmoving machines began their systematic destruction of tidal marshes
along the Atlantic coast.
Inventories of coastal wetlands,
made by the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, reveal that in New
Jersey, for example, 24,609 acres of
the state's coastal wetlands, nearly 10
per cent of the total, were lost between 1954 and 1964.
Maine is more fortunate. Public
opinion is backing the official custodians of the state's natural resources
in saving Maine's tidal marshes from
the same fate that has destroyed so
much of the wetlands of states further south. Ronald T. Speers, Commissioner of Maine's Department of
Inland Fisheries and Game, voiced
Maine Fish and Game - Winter, 1967-68

Little River Marsh is typical
of areas to be included in
the Coastal Maine Refuge.

the thinking of wildlife biologists
when he said "The integrity of our
tidal marshes is absolutely essential
not only to waterfowl but to shellfish
and the many species of finfish that
depend upon our coastal wetlands for
their very existence."
Only a few years ago, far too many
people considered wetlands as wastelands-good only for ducks, muskrats, and mosquitoes. Only recently
have fishermen begun to appreciate
how important these lands and waters are in maintaining sport and
commercial fishing along our coast.
Only recently have marine scientists
begun to understand fully the complex chemistry that makes up the relationship between salt marshes and
the food chains that are necessary for
the support of finfish, shellfish, shorebirds, and other forms of animal life.

DAY recognition of the
need for saving every possible
acre of our tidal marshes and estuarine zones is evidenced by a bill before Congress which states "that
Congress finds and declares that the
estuaries in the United States are rich
in a variety of natural, commercial,
and other resources, including environmental natural beauty of immediate and potential value to the present and future generations of Americans, and that any modification of
these resource-rich estuaries directly
and indirectly affects commerce."
The Bureau of Sport Fisheries and
Wildlife, through its Wetlands Acquisition Program, seeks to preserve valuable wildlife habitat at key locations
along waterfowl migration routes before it is too late. The Coastal Maine
National Wildlife Refuge is to be an
important link in the chain of wildlife management areas in the Atlantic Flyway.
Management plans for the new
refuge will not allow the essential
character of the marshes to be
changed. Activities such as hunting,
fishing, clamming, boating, bird
watching, etc., will continue. State
and town regulations covering such
things as hunting, clamming, worming, and fishing will continue to govern.
Jurisdiction of the marshes when
they are brought into federal ownership will be "proprietary" in nature.
This means that all state and town
laws, not in conflict with federal laws,
will apply, and those who are designated to enforce such laws will have
authority to do so on these federal
lands.

P
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Progra1ns

in Pietures
Game Biologist Peter Davis examines
one of the 2,300 deer checked
by the Game Division this year.
T oath wear gives indication of age;
antler size and hind leg length tell
the animal's state of health
and growth rate.

Warden Dick Hennessey,
Newport,
visits a closed camp.
Each year
wardens check about 25,000
camps in Maine.

"There's a salmon that big in there!" reports Fishery
Biologist Dick Anderson.
More than I 00 adult salmon
were netted at the outlet of Thompson Lake in Oxford,
stripped of their eggs and milt, and returned to the
lake. Some fish were almost that big.
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Contractor Carlton Bagley and Fish and Game
Engineer Clayton Grant check the plans of the
Great Works fishway, part of the Penobscot
River Restoration
Project.

l'hoto eon rtes~· of \\'a rde u I11s1wc:tor Leonard Ritchie

Wardens investigated 51 boating accidents during
This craft was run completely
aground at night
by a party of young people at Portage Lake.

1967.

Governor Curtis recently appointed
a new
Governor's Committee
on Hunting Safety, and
the group held an organizational meeting and
elected officers.
Commissioner
Ronald Speers;
Chairman Alonzo Garcelon, Augusta; ViceChairman James Carr, Richmond;
Secretary
Mary Tyler, Readfield; Treasurer Robert Lane,
Wayne; and Special Assistant to the Governor
Linwood Ross examine a fluorescent orange jacket.
Maine
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Maine's Frogs and Toads -

THE SWAMPLAND SINGERS

N

By Donald F. Mairs

nature lover
has his own special harbinger of spring. For
some, it's the first robin to be
seen, fat and brightly colored
after a winter in warmer climes.
Others seize upon the emergence
of the pussywillows or the skunk
cabbages pushing their way
through the rich soil of the lowlands. To me, though, spring has
never quite arrived until I've
heard, usually on a mild and
misty April night, the first clarion
notes of the spring peeper.
Despite its loud voice, the peeper is a tiny frog; and, although
heard by many, it has been seen
by few except those willing to
search for it. Many people don't
even realize that the peeper is a
separate kind of frog. Instead,
they believe it to be a "baby" of
EARLY

EVERY

Spring peeper, with vocal sac inflated.
This tiny frog is seldom seen.
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some other frog species. Peepers,
which, incidentally, are members
of the tree frog family, vary in
color through various shades of
brown to gray and even olive, but
they always have a dark marking
on the back, usually in the shape
of an imperfect "X."
After mating and laying their
eggs in the ponds from which
they call, peepers spend the rest
of the summer in the woods,
where the sharp-eyed observer
may occasionally spy one scooting across the forest floor in
quick hops. They seem to be
quite active in the fall, probably
in a search for suitable hibernation locations, and once in a great
while one will be heard calling in
that un-springlike season.
Though he· appears on the
scene early in the spring, the
peeper is outdone in this respect
by another member of his webfooted tribe, the wood frog. Wood
frogs are larger than peepers,
usually measuring 11/2 to 23,4
inches in body length, and they

Fishery Biologist

are certainly among the most
handsome of our amphibians.
While coloration is somewhat variable, most members of this species collected in Maine are tan,
with a chocolate-brown "robber's
mask" behind the eyes. The wood
frog's voice is a harsh clattering
or quacking sound which doesn't
carry far. My introduction to the
call came when, as a lad trapping
muskrats early in April, I spent
considerable time in an attempt
to flush a flock of "ducks" which
I was certain were eluding me in
a Kennebec County marsh. Although they commence earlier,
wood frogs are often found calling together with peepers. They
leave the marshes and ponds before other frogs and spend the

Adhesive pads on the tips of the
elongated toes of the tree frog
are an aid in its tree
climbing activities.
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summer and early fall foraging in
the woods, where they are often
seen but seldom recognized.
One of Maine's most unusual
frog species is the common, or
gray, tree frog. While it is found
-and sometimes heard callingin shallow breeding ponds quite
early in the year, it spends most
of its time foraging in trees near
the water.
It is aided in this
habit by elongated toes with adhesive pads on the tips.
The
short trill of the tree frog is a
characteristic midsummer sound
along watercourses of southern
and central Maine. Unlike peepers and wood frogs, the tree frog
is not often encountered in northern areas of the state.
Tree frogs are medium-sized
( 1114 to 2 inches in body length)
and have many small warts on
the skin. Although usually a mottled gray, they have the ability to
change shades; an individual frog
can run through a change of
colors from brown to green to
nearly white; undersurfaces of
the hind legs, however, are a constant bright orange.
Although
rather lethargic in appearance,
tree frogs are very agile and powerful leapers so if you get your
hands on one and want a good
look at him, you'd better confine
him carefully ; otherwise, you
may find you've made a twentyfoot "shinny" up a swaying tree
all for naught.
the amphibian best
known to most Maine residents is the common toad. This
tame, brown, warty creature is
found throughout the state, and
because his diet consists largely
of insects and their relatives, he
is widely known as the gardener's
friend.
The toad's melodious
drawn-out trill rings from countless shallows on warm spring days
and nights, and nearly every
country boy is familiar with the
elongated, gelatinous egg strings
and myriad small black "pollywogs" that result.

P
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The common
around

Two other frog species, similar
in appearance to one another and
found state-wide, are the leopard
and pickerel frogs. These are the
"spotted" or "grass" frogs so
often collected , for bass bait.
Pickerel frogs (body length 1%
to 3 inches) are bronze in color,
with bright yellow or orange on
the undersurfaces of their hind
legs; there is a double row of
squarish dark spots down the
back. Leopard frogs (body length
2 to 31;2 inches) may be either
bronze or green, and the undersurfaces of their hind legs are
whitish or pale green ; there are
two or three rows of dark, irregularly rounded spots on the back.
Both species breed from March
through May and during the summer are likely to be found in
meadows and fields some distance
from the water. Their mating
songs are reminiscent of human
snores, varied in the leopard frog
by clucks and grunts. Male pickerel frogs frequently call while
completely submerged. Interestingly, snakes, which relish a meal

toad is often seen
gardens and lawns
in the summer.

of leopard frogs, will rarely eat
the similar pickerel variety, probably because of distasteful skin
secretions.
Two more species which closely
resemble each other are the bullfrog and green frog. Both are
green above, usually with some
brown or gray mottling, and whitish below. They can be readily
distinguished once in the hand,
however, by the fact that the
green frog has a pair of prominent ridges (called dorsolateral
ridges) running the length of its
body from shortly behind the eyes
to near the base of the hind legs ;
the bullfrog lacks these ridges.
The calls of the two species are
also quite different, that of the
green fP@g resembling a sharplyplucked, loose banjo string on a
descending scale of several notes,
while the bullfrog gives out with
the familiar, sonorous "jug-orum." Bullfrogs are larger, too,
mature specimens averaging 3%
to 6 inches in body length as
against 2114 to 31/2 inches for the
green frog. The bullfrog is, in
17

Dorsolateral
ridges running from
behind the eyes distinguish the
green frog from the bull frog.

fact, the largest North American
frog, with an occasional specimen
reaching a body length of eight
inches.
Young bullfrogs and green
frogs are often sold as bass bait
in Maine, but over most of their
range they are in demand for
quite another reason-their succulent hind legs ! While bullfrogs
get the lion's share of attention
from frog hunters because of
their greater size, good-sized
specimens of the green frog are
also sought, especially in areas
where bullfrogs are scarce. Shooting, spearing, and fishing with a
bit of red flannel tied to a hook
as a lure are all effective ways of
taking "meat" frogs, while the
more agile collector may use no
equipment besides a quick pair of
hands. Few Maine outdoorsmen
appear to be aware of the charms
of "frogging," but a platter of
fried frog legs can make converts
in a big hurry !
Our ninth and final species to
be discussed is a northerner,
rarely seen in the southern part

of the state. This is the mink
frog, so called because it produces
a mink-like aroma when rubbed
or shaken (if you haven't smelled
any minks lately, would you believe rotten onions?). At any
rate, it's a good thing this odoriferous identification feature exists,
as otherwise mink frogs and
green frogs would be very difficult for the layman to tell apart.
Mink frogs could also be mistaken
for young bullfrogs, as dorsolateral ridges can be absent, strongly developed, or anywhere in between with this species. Of
I'hot o hy Al(len Stickney

medium size (1 % to 2% inches
body length) , this species is rarely found far away from the cool
waters of northern
ponds,
streams, and bogs. Its call is a
deep, rolling cluck, rapidly repeated and heard throughout the
summer months.

So

there you have our nine species of frogs and toads-a
very diverse assemblage, but one
having important traits in cornmon. All, for instance, start their
lives as eggs in the water and
pass through a tadpole or "pollywog" stage. As adults, all return
to the water to mate. More importantly to us, all bear a definite
relationship to the lives of men,
whether serving as food, fish bait,
insect-catchers, or producers of
the primitive symphonies that
have echoed across our marshlands for ages untold.

The bull frog is larger than
the green frog and lacks
dorsolateral
ridges.
18
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The Spruce Grouse
DWELLER OF THE DARK FOREST
By Henry S. Carson
Game Biologist

GROUSE or spruce partridge is not as wellknown as its more popular cousin, the ruffed grouse.
This is due to a much smaller population of birds living
in more remote areas although suitable habitat for spruce
grouse does exist in most of Maine with the exception of
the southern end of the state. It is a bird of the sprucefir forest and frequents shaded, mossy areas, often near
a black spruce bog. In comparison with the ruffed grouse,
it is more a wilderness bird. Ruffed grouse are believed to
be at least 20 times more numerous than spruce grouse.
The sexes are colored differently, males being gray and
black above; and black, black-and-white, and gray-andwhite below. Females are gray and. brown above, and
brown and white below. Males have a patch of unfeathered red skin over each eye. At a distance, a female
spruce grouse can be mistaken for a ruffed grouse, but
examination of tail feathers is a satisfactory means of
distinguishing between the two. Spruce grouse tail feathers have a reddish brown tip, but the tail has no wide,
black band like that of the ruffed grouse. Spruce grouse
are slightly smaller than ruffed grouse, weighing about one
pound each.
Courtship activity takes place during early spring. The
male "drums" by beating the air with his wings, while
walking or flying. In comparison to a ruffed grouse, there
are fewer drumming beats, and the sound is less audible.
Vocal calls are also made by the male. Drumming territory is somewhat variable from day to day. The male
can puff out his feathers for display purposes as the female can while protecting her brood.
The female spruce grouse builds a nest on the ground
under low conifer branches, brush heaps, or tamarack.
An average of 11 eggs are laid in a nest constructed with
dry twigs and leaves and lined with moss and grass. The
eggs are buff to reddish brown in color and are blotched
and spotted with different shades of darker brown. Young
hatch out during late June, and by the last of September
most of them have attained adult size.
The diet of the spruce grouse is largely composed of
coniferous needles-tamarack and fir in particular. Insects, berries, buds, leaves, seeds, moss, lichens and fungi
are also eaten during the course of a year.

T

HE SPRUCE

Spruce grouse are very tame, and it is usually possible
to walk within 20 feet of one before it flushes or walks
away. They have been killed with sticks and stones and
even snared around the neck when roosting in a tree.
Unlike the ruffed grouse, the spruce grouse never seems
to gain any wildness by being hunted. The local name
"fool hen" appears to be an appropriate description of
this bird.
Much has been said about the quality of spruce grouse
flesh, and opinions have ranged from "unfit for human
consumption" to "very delicious." Actually, the meat is
fit for human consumption, and the quality is a matter
of taste and preparation.
Young-of-the-year spruce
grouse have only slightly darker flesh than ruffed grouse
and the flavor is only a little stronger. The flesh of adult
spruce grouse is dark purple in color, and it does have
a strong, "gamey" taste. This wild flavor can be minimized by clean killing and immediate cleaning of the bird,
or it can be accentuated by the opposite procedure.
The future for the spruce grouse in Maine is neither
bright nor glum. Although the bird is very tame, it does
live in dense coniferous areas that are usually avoided by
ruffed grouse hunters. Unless land use practices change
drastically in Maine, which is unlikely, there appears to be
little danger of exterminating the dweller of the dark forest.

The male spruce grouse is identified
by its grey,
black, and white coloration
and the red patch of
unfeathered
skin over each eye.
Maine Fish and Game -
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ICE FISHERMEN NOTE:

Notes

and
Co1ntnent
FIRST SUBSCRIPTIONS
EXPIRING

Wildlife Quiz
1.

True or false : Every
lake outlet dam should
have a fish screen.

2. How many litters of how
many young do muskrats
have each year?
3. How old is an old deer?
Brook trout?
Black
bear?
4. Which three are most
closely related:
fox,
weasel, marten, squirrel,
fisher?
5.

True or false : Bass may
not be taken through the
ice in Maine.

6.

True or false: Any resident over 10 years of
age and members of his
immediate family may
hunt on land owned by
himself.

7. True or false: Some fish
may not lawfully be used
as live bait in Maine.
8.

True or false : The black
bear hibernates.

9. What is a fool hen?
10. What does a muskrat
house look like, and how
many adults usually live
in each house?
(Answers are on page 21)
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We've been made to feel good
by some of our readers, who have
inquired about whether their subscriptions are about to expire.
The answer is that the first expirations-those who subscribed
for two years, in advance of our
becoming a quarterly paid publication-have just occurred.
If you'd like to check your current status, just look at your
label. You'll see LAST COPY at
the right of your name if your
subscription has run out.
We hope to receive renewals
and will be mailing reminder
cards to those readers on whose
labels LAST COPY does appear.
If you extended your subscription before it ran out, you will notice an E just after the M2 or M3
on the second line at the right, if
we've had four weeks or more to
process your order. If the E isn't
there yet, please wait and check
your next label.
Our coding system is simple. If
your label carries at the right a
number something like 6384, the
last two digits will indicate your
last issue. The· 8, in this example,
stands for 1968, and the 4 means
the 4th issue of that year (which
is the fall issue) .
The computer that produces
our mailing labels does so with
great speed and accuracy. Any
errors are probably ours, not its.
We'll be glad to check, any time
it's necessary.

All ice fishing shacks must be
marked with the owner's name
and address in two-inch letters
and all shacks must not be allowed to remain on the ice more
than three days after the season
closes. On Lobster Lake, Piscataquis County; Wilson Lake, Wilton; Millinocket Lake and Little
Millinocket Lake, T. 7, R. 9, and
T. 7, R. 10, new regulations this
year restrict the number of lines
per fisherman to two and establish a two fish daily limit. The
litter law applies to both inland
and coastal ice.

Tidy' s Tidings

THE TRASH you LE.AVE 0E. ...
HlND DN THE \CE DUl<lNG
THE WINTER CLUITERS AND

POLLUTES OU~ WATERWAYS
'""'GOOD MANNERS IN THE.

OUT-OF·OOOIZS HELPS KEEP
MAlNE SCENIC ALL '{EA~1fWLJND.

State Park l Recreation

Commission

Maine Fish and Game-

Au1usla, Maine

Winter, 1967-68

WE'RE SORRY BUT ...

MOVING?
If you are moving, please drop
us a line and give both your present mailing address (exactly as
it appears on your mailing label)
and your new one, including zip
codes. We must have this information at least four weeks in advance of the next publication date.
The magazine is not forwarded
automatically, and undeliverable
copies are not returned to us.

LETTER FROM
AN OLD FRIEND
Dear Sirs:
On Sept. 9th I caught a salmon
with this tag in its jaw. The fish
was caught at the Northwest end
of Toothaker Island in Mooselookmeguntic Lake on lead line
and a Chevy-Chase lure. It was
17 inches long and weighed two
pounds even. I would appreciate
any information you have about
it. In the past few years I have
sent you several tags and I look
forward to hearing about the fish
that wore them.

Public demand for Department
publications and films is way up,
and we've had to set some prices
on them. As of the first of J anuary, a service charge of one dollar, to cover costs of handling and
mailing, must accompany all requests for film bookings except
safety films and slides.
Film
bookings have doubled in the last
few years, and maintenance costs
have risen sharply.
Our policy in the past has been
that single copies of our pamphlets were free; however, as of
January 1, the price listed in the
first (list A) section of our publications
catalogue,
formerly
charged for multiple copies, is
now the cost of individual copies
as well. Policy as stated in the
catalog will still apply to Lists B,
C and D.
Publications and Film catalogues are available from: I&E
Division, Department of Inland
Fisheries and Game, State House,
Augusta, Maine 04330.
It must be noted that the Maine
Fish and Game Dept. does not receive revenue from the general
fund; our money comes only from
the sportsman through the sale of
hunting and fishing licenses.

Thank you very much,
Warren Lancaster
16 Burleigh St.
Waterville, Maine

Winter,

On page 20
1.

False.
While fish screens are useful in some cases, they sometimes do
more harm than good. Screens serve
no purpose in waters with warmwater fish. Only when the outlet
stream has no spawning, feeding, or
nursery areas, is polluted, or has a
barrier which will prevent fish from
returning to the lake should a fish
screen be considered.

2.

~uskrat have two and rarely three
litters each year.
Each litter may
contain three to twelve young; usually there are five or six.

3.

Ten years old is aged for a deer in
the wild, though some occasionally
live to be 15 or more. Brook trout
are considered old after three or four
years though some have been found
which were up to seven years old.
Old age is reached by the black bear
at about 12-15 years.

4.

Weasel, marten and fishers are members of the M usteldae family as are
the mink, otter, and skunk.

5.

False.
Bass may be taken through
the ice in any water where the open
water bag limit has been removed
and. in aJl waters open to ice fishing
durmg February and March in Knox
County.

6.

False. Any resident 10 years of age
and older and members of his immediate family over 10 years of age
may hunt without a license on land
to which they are legally entitled to
possession, and on which they are
actually domiciled and which land is
used exclusively for agricultural purposes.

7.

True.
It is unlawful to take, sell,
use, or have in possession, either
dead or alive, for use as bait for
fishing any pickerel, goldfish, yellow
perch, white perch, bass, sunfish
crappie, hornpout, carp, or any spiny
finned fish.

8.

False. The black bear has his winter sleep in a semi-dormant
condition which is not true hibernation.

9.

In Colonial days, this term was applied to our partridge
or ruffed
grouse; but they have become educares, and the term is now used for
the spruce grouse whose education
in the ways of man is still incomplete.

10.

The muskrat house looks like a small
beaver house, made of vegetation and
mud, two to three feet high.
Fall
muskrat populations can be estimated
by counting the number of active
houses and multiplying by five.

License Fees
Resident

•Fishery Biologist Chuck Ritzi
was happy to respond to this letter and tell Mr. Lancaster that
his fish was a six-year-old female
which had been stocked as a
fingerling in Rangeley Lake in
1961 from the Oquossoc hatchery,
that it was captured in a net at
the outlet of Rangeley on Oct 17,
1966, at which time it weighed 1.7
pounds and was 16.6 inches long.
Department
biologists
have
marked fish, birds, and other animals all over the state. Your assistance in reporting them to us
is the only way we have of gaining much needed information on
the fish and wildlife of Maine.
We hope our old friends continue
to help and that other sportsmen
will join them.
Maine Fish and Game -

Answers to
Wildlife Quiz

I 967-68

Hunting (under 16)
.
Hunting ( 16 and older)
.
Combination hunting and fishing
.
Fishing
.
Archery
.
Fishing: 3-day
.
(Exchangeable
for season)

$ 1.00
3.75
6.75
3.75
5.25
4.50
.25

Nonresident
Big game (necessary for deer
and bear)
.
Small game
.
Small game, junior (under 15)
Archery
.
Fishing: season
.
Fishing: junior (under 16) ..
Fishing: 3-day
.
Fishing: 7-day
.
Fishing: 15-day
.
(Exchangeable
for season)

$30.25
] 5.25
10.25
15.25
9.75
1.75
4.50
5.25
6.75
3.25

For other fees, please write to
the department
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IN DEX TO FEATURE ARTICLES
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VOL. I, NO. I THROUGH VOL. IX, NO. 4

ANIMALS <NON-GAME)
The Mud Puppy-Robert
E. Foye
Coyote, Coy-dog, or Dog ?-Henry S. Garson
Notes on the Sea Lamprey-Robert
JJ!. Davis
Fresh-water Jellyfish in l\faine--JJiatthew Scott
Three Little Fish-Dr. W. Harry Everhart
Once Common-Now Gone-Donalcl F. Mairs,
Richarcl

B. Parks

The Crayfish-Matthew
Scott
Salamanders-Donald F. JI.fairs
The Bryozoa-Matthew Scott
'.rhe American Eel-Angelo
Incerpi
"Lousy Fish"-Davicl
0. Locke
A Look at Leeches-Peter JJI. Bourque
Osprey-Kenneth

H. Anderson

Turtles-Philip S. Andrews
Water Beetles-Malcolm
A. Redmond
The Stonefly-Peter
JI.I. Boiirqiie
:'11ay is l\Iayfly l\'Ionth-Angelo Incerpi
Hellgramites and Dobsonflies-Philip
S. Andrews
Our National Emblem-Edwanl
A. Sherman
Steward of the Woods-T. Robley Louttit
Two Water Bugs-Richard
B. Anclerson
Voles-Stephen

E. Powell

Spring
Spring
Spring
Spring
Fall

'61
'62
'62
'63
'63

Spring '64
Spring '64
Spring
'65
Fall
'65
Winter '65-'66
Spring '66
Summer '66
Summer '66
Summer '66
Summer '66
Winter '66-'67
Spring '67
Summer '67
Summer '67
Summer 'G7
Summer '67
Summer '67

BOATING
If You Own A Boat-Robert
H. Johnson
Is Your Boat Safe ?-Robert H. Johnson
Ten Easy Ways to Drown-Edward
111. Korb
Safe Boating is FUN-Albert
E. lttacLennan
Check Your Life Saving Devices-Robert
H. Johnson
Is Your Boat Numbered Properly ?-Robert H. Johnson
A Twin Launching-Eiigene P. Hart

Spring
Spring
Spring
Spring
Spring
Spring
Summer

'62
'63
'64
'65
'G6
'66
'66

ClYJ~~:.~.':: .. ~~~~~ .. ~~.~.. ~.1~.~.. ~.~.1~.i.~~.=~.~~~~~.~
.. ~:.. :.~~~.~~.~.~~
NESBAC Comes to l\'Iaine

Spring
Fall

'67
'67

CONSERVATION
EDUCATION
Conservation Education-A
Ladder of Years
Spring 'G9
Progress in Conservation Education-Franklin A. Dowrl'ie
Fall
'61
Conservation Education Summary-Franklin A. Downie
Spring '64
Conservation Education, 1965-Donald
J(.
Christie
Winter
'G5-'G6
The 1966 Consenation School Program-Donalcl K..
Christie
Spring 'GG
Conservation
Education, 1966-Donalcl K. Ghristie
Winter '66-'G7
The 1967 Conservation School Program-Donalll
J(.
Christie
Spring 'G7
FISH AND FISHING
The Atlantic Salmon
Keep the Goldfi::;h at Home !-Keith Haveu
The Landlocl<ed Salmon-Carll Fenderson
Weed-water Bonanza-Bill Geagcin
Fish Fact::;-Robert
S. R1ipv
'l'he Whitefish-Owen G. Fenderson
Let 'em Go to Sea-Alfred L. Meister
Orchid:; and Trout-Roger P. AuGlair
The Eastern Brook Trout-Keith A.. IIaveu
'.rhe Sucker-William H. JJ!euer
'l'he Atlantic Salmon Sport Fishery-!ll/!'ed L. Jtieister
The Chain Pickerel-Louis 111. Barr
Atlan.tic Salmon Fishing
A Look Bacl<-Alfrecl L.

Spring
Spring
S1H·ing
Spring
Fall
Spring
Spring
Spring
Spring
Spring
l!'all
Fall

';:Jl.l
'GO
'GO
'GO
'GO
'Gl
'6~
'6~
'6~
'G:l
'G;i
'G:J

, .

White Perch Are for Everyone-Roger
P. AiiGlair
The Carp-Robert
E. Foye
The American Shad-Al/reel L. Meister
Maine's Fighting Bronzcbacks-Robert
E. Foye
Lake Trout-Sttiart
E. DeRoche
Blueback Country-Dr. W. Harry Everhart
Maine's Native Sunfish-Malcolm A_. Redinonrl
The Brown Trout-Matthew
Scott
Zebra of the Lily Pad ·-Glwrles Jr'. Ritzi

Spring
·c;-1:
Spring '64
Spring 'GG
Fall
'6G
Spring
'66
Summer '6G
Fall
'GG
Spring
'G7
Spring '(i7
Summer ·07

FISHERY RESEARCH AND MANAGEMENT
Back Yard Trout Fishing-Kerulall Warner
Pond Reclamation-Robert E. Foue

Spring
Spring

JJ!eister
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'GO
'GO

Fishermen's Inventory-Stuart
E. Delcoche
Spring '61
Low-down on the Largemouth-John W. Kelley
Spring 'Gl
Wanted, Dead or Alive-Robert
8. Rupp
Spring 'Gl
'I'rou t and Tributaries-Roger P. AuGlair
Fall
'Gl
What Do Smelts Do in their Spare Time t=-Icooert S. Rupp Spring
'62
How Old Is It ?-Keith A. Ilai;ey
Spring '63
Why Stock Trout Streams ?-Stuart E. DeRoche
Spring '63
How Old Do Fish Get ?-Dr. W. Harry Everhart
Fall
'63
'I'odays La\YS for 'I'omor row's Fishing-William II. Meyer Spring '64
Electric Fishing for Better F'ishin-;-Keith
A. Ha cei)
Fu ll
'64
Fish With No Secrets-Willic11n G . .iJlinche1·
Fall
'64
F'i sh Lore, First IIand-Stnart
E. DeRoche
Spring '65
Needles or Spikes ?-Robert 8. Rupp, 1llnlcolm A. Reclmond Spring '63
Rcstorf ng 'I'rou t Streams-Dr. W. Il arru Eve1·hart
Spring '65
Stairways for Spawners-Laurence
P. Decker·
Spring '63
Marine Salmon l\Iigrations-Rieharcl
E. Gntting
Winter 'G5-'66
Salmon Feeding Belrnvior-Ecnncth .iJluth
Winter '65-'GG
Is a Fish Screen the Answer ?-Lyndon II. Borui
Spring '66
Looking for Answen>-Al/red
L. Jfeister
Spring '66
'Yater Fertility-Donald
F. JJiairs
Spring '66
Needles and Thread-Richard
E. Gutting
Summer '66
Fh;hing for Answers in Trout Pond::i-Robcrt
S. Rupp
Roqer P. 1luGlair, Xl alcolm. A. Redmoncl
~
Fall
'66
Scbug os Bright Ii'uture--Richai·cZ B. Andei·son
Fa l l
'66
Sino lts b.r the '.ron-Alfrcd
L. Meietcr
Fall
'6G
Let's Look at Moosehead-Rogcr
P. AiiClair
Spring 'G7
The Case for Atlantic Salmon-Alfred
L. Meister
Summer '67
What Kind of Brook Trout is That ?-Robert
8. Rupp
Summer '67
'l'ht• Fin Senses of F'ish-Owcn
G. Fenderson
Fall
'67
GAME ANIMALS AND HUNTING
Wanderer of tile Woodland-Jlalcolin
Coulter
F'a ll
'59
'l'lte Unp redlctablc
( '!) Partri<lge-:.Yntltaniel
R. Dickinson
l!'all
'60
His ?IIajesty, the l\Ioose-Een11eth
W. Hodgdon
Spring '61
Beagles and Bunnies-Ken Gray
Fu.Il
'61
Dear Facts-II01canl
B. Spencer,
Jr
F'all
'61
'I'he Dam Duilders-Jo7m II. Ifunt
Fall
'G2
'I'lio Haccoon-Stephcn
B. Po ucll . ..
...Spring
'G3
'l'imlJenlootlli ugs-J. 11' ill iu ni Pcpp·a;.'(z :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::
Spring 'G:J
Hunting by \\'ater-Joltn
II. Il uiit
F'u ll
'6:..:
Whn t About \Vihl 'I'u rkeys for ~Jaine '?-Kenneth
If.
Andcrssni
Fa 11
'G:J
Fannlanll l!'at-nrnn-Roucrt
II'. Boettger
Spring '(H
Hl'tnrn of the Xatin•-l:f'illicun G. ;lfi11chcr
Svring '(H
'l'he L,rnx-.Joltn II. Ilu11t
Fall
'G4
t;plantl Game Uinls-Richcrnl JJ. Parks
Fall
'G4
Caribou l{t'l)Ort-Kc11neth
11'. IIoclgclon
Spring 'G5
Dig Dnc:I' Odds-Ghcstn- l'. Ba1rn.siak
l!'all
'G5
Deer Fac:ts of Life-Chester
F. JJcuirrniak
Winter 'G3-'GG
'l'he Hin•r Ot!t'r-llarold
M. 1Jl1111clwnl
\Vinlt•r 'G3-'G6
FaYorile FurhPan•r-llarolrt Ji. Bla11clwnl
Svring 'Gu
l!'on•sl Dru1Hllll'r-llrnru S. ()arson
Spring 'GG
i-laine':-; "Habl)it:-;"-D1Jugla8
h JL<l1'ston
Sumnwr 'G6
The Hing-:\"eeked Pht•asant-Hicltarrl H. Parks
Sumnwr 'GG
Don't Slight tilt' S11ip<' !-Ilowarcl FJ. 81;c11ce1·, Jr
li'all
'GG
i-faiue'H Bigge>:Jt Hlack Bcnr-JJ111talrl
Campbell
Winter 'GG-'67
'l'he Wily One-Jo/111 II. lfu11t
\\'inter 'GG-'07
'.rlw \\'oo<lla]l(l l'arihou-Franr·i.~
IJ. J)n11n
\Vinter 'GG-'G7
Houkl'.rs !-lfo.wo1·<1
H. 8pc11('('1', .Jr
Spring
'G7
~lames Dabblrng Ducks-.]. H'illir11n J,epvanl
Svring '67
Bears, Hounds, ancl 1Iun(('l'H-1'Jr1ri11 FJ. Jlc.lllistC1'
Summer 'G7
i-lairn'H ~Iarten-lfaro/d JI. J:lancharrl
Sulllllll'r '67
:\Iaint's •·cooney:-;''-}}ougla8
J,. J[arslon
I1'all
'G7
~Iaine's Dl\'i11g Duck:-;-.J. 1Viltir11n J'cppanl
F'all
'G7
GAME MANAGEMENT
Food l'roblt•ms o( Our DPPr Ifrnl-('hc8lC1'
F. Rwwsial"
D<'l'l' arnl l'nlpwood-Jol111 lJ. Gill
1:and.ing ,tllP GoldP'.H'Y<'
Niclwnl
Gibbs
.
. .
h.t'l'!H11g r,ths on \\ atPrfowl-JJowanl
FJ Spencer, .Jr
Game Kill Que:-;! 10111rnireH
Ji'.<•1ineth w. Jloclqclon
Dry Laml nn<l \\'pl Lanrl foe the Ji'uturP-IV: R. VcGanno
\\'rtlan<ls Are ~ot \\"astplands-FJclu;anZ
A. Sherman
Bt>an•r B(•come ?lfar,;h ~lanagcrs-Ifarolrl JI. Blanchanl
JJiyron S. Smart
~
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Nest Boxes for Ducks-Howard E. Spencer, Jr
Winter '65-'66
Wildlife Inventory ...
A Practical Approach-W. S. Howe
Winter '65-'66
Cedar and Game-John D. Gill, William C. Mincher
Spring '66
Game Management Areas-Stephen
E. Powell
Summer '66
Wetlands for Tomorrow-Kenneth
H. Anderson
Summer '66
How Many Moose ?-Francis Dunn
Fall
'66
Keeping a Watch on Waterfowl-Howard E. Spencer, Jr
Fall
'66
The Bounty-Does It Do The Job ?-Dr. Sanford D.
'66
Schemnitz
Fall
Deer Mirrors Save Deer ... and Cars-W. Siclney Howe Winter '66-'67
Dividends for Deer-Kenneth
W. Hodgdon
Winter '66-'67
Managing Maine's Beavers: How & Why-Robert W.
Boettger
Winter '66-'67
Traps Without Teeth
Winter '66-'67
Small Marshes for Maine's Wildlife-Dana Holmes
Summer '67
An Experiment in Black Duck Management-Howard E.
'67
Spencer,
Jr. ..
Fall
'67
Frye Mountain-Kenneth
H. Anderson
Fall
HUNTING SAFETY
Safer Hunting 'l'hrough NRA
N. R. A. Hunting Safety Training
Hunting Colors Tested in Massachusetts
N. R. A. Hunter Safety Training
Gun Safety Progress Report-Dean
S. Jordan
Hunter Safety Progress Report-Deem S. Jordan
Scouts Learn Gun Safety-Dean S. Jordan
Hunting Safety Report-Dean S. Jordan
New Approach to Safety-.ilfary R. Tyler
Little Indian Name Contest
His Name is KEENE'YE
A Measure for Safety-John
Ji'. Marsh

Spring '59
Fall
'59
Fall
J '60
Fall
'60
Fall
'62
Fall
'63
Fall
'64
Fall
'65
Fall
'65
Winter '65-'66
Fall
'66
Fall
'67

MISCELLANEOUS
The Early Years (Department
History)-Harvey
0. muo« Spring
'61
Raising Pheasants Successfully-Bill Mincher
Fall
'61
The Recent Years (Department History)-Harvey
0. Elliot Fall
'61
Poison-Handle With Care !-Kendall
Warner
Spring '62
Game Cookery-Maine Style-Kenneth
E. Gray
Fall
'62
Smoke for Flavor !-Kenneth
E. Gray
Spring '63
Maine Animal Tracks
Fall
'63
Fish Cookery
Maine Style-Kenneth
E. Gray
Spring '64
Inbreeding-Dr. Thomas H. Roderick
Fall
'65
Wildlife Diseases-Dr. Frank Witter
Fall
'65
An Economic Look At Hunting-W. Thomas Shoener
Winter '65-'66
A Snow Year and the Community of Life-Ernest F. Swift
Winter '65-'66
Make a Plaster Cast-Kenneth
W. Hodgdon
Winter '65-'66
The Game Farm
Winter '65-'66
Multiple Purpose Use of Public Lands-Edward A. Sherman
Fall
'66
Dogs and Deer-Lee G. Downs
Winter 66-'67
Public Rights to Maine's Inland Waters-Richard B. Parks Spring '67
Public and Private Rights to Maine's Tidal WatersRichard B. Parks Summer '67
Lost Man !-Charles E. Tobie
Fall
'67
Pollution, Water, and Fish-Raeburn
lV. Macdonald
Fall
'67
PUBLIC RELATIONS AND SPORTSMANSHIP
The Access Problem-Carll N. Fenderson
The Cheaters-Carll N. Fenderson
You CAN Take It With You-Richard
H. Woodbury
Let's Get Hid of these Birds !-Kramer A. Adams
Signs of Sportsmen ?-W. Thomas Shoener

Fall
Fall
Fall
Spring
Fall

'59
'62
'63
'66
'67

RIVERS
Maine Rivers: The Penobscot-Richard
E. Cutting
The Fish River Drainage-Kendall Warner
The Historical Sheepscot-Robert
E. Foye
Progress on the Penobscot-Wendall
'1.'remblay
'I'he Allagash-Kendall ¥Varner

Spring
Summer
Spring
Summer
Summer

'66
'66
'67
'67
'67

SNOWMOBILES
Snow Trompers-Wendell L. Brown
Snowsled Safety TipR-Stephen
E. Powell
TRAPPING
Trapping-A Disappearing Art-Kenneth
Trapping Tips-Mu1·on Smart

Fall
'65
Winter '66-'67

E.

Gray

Fall
Fall

'62
'67

WARDENS AND LAW EN.FORCEMENT
Toll Call--George W. Later
Spring '59
So You'd Like To Be a Warden-Bill Mincher
Fall
'59
Law Enforcement '.rhrough the Years-Harvey 0. Ell'iot
Fall
'60
Wilderness Warden-Harvey
O. Ell'iot
Spring '62
Warden Rescue Unit
Fall
'64
Warden Rescue Unit
Spring '65
'.rwenty-five Years of Change-Harry
N. Kearney
Winter '65-'66
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ACCIDENT
RATE
DOWN
IN
TEST
AREA
O

most controversial issues among Maine's
deer hunters in 1967 was the so-called blaze orange
law. This law, enacted by the 103rd Legislature, requires that fluorescent orange clothing which is visible
from all sides be worn by persons hunting with firearms
in the area of the state south of U. S. Route 2 and west
of the Kennebec River during the 1967 and 1968 deer
hunting seasons. Only those hunting waterfowl from a
boat or blind are exempt.
Opinions were strong on both sides of the controversy.
Critics said the bright colors would frighten deer; supporters replied that deer are color-blind and are not bothered by the bright color. It was said also that woodsmen,
picnickers, and others not required to wear fluorescent
orange would become victims of trigger-happy gunners
who would shoot at anything that moved if they didn't
see some orange. Color law advocates said this could be
a problem with careless hunters who were inclined to have
accidents anyhow, but they hoped that all hunters would
make positive identification before shooting, even though
they didn't see any fluorescent orange.
What did happen during the first year of the mandatory
wearing of fluorescent orange? Briefly, visibility-connected
accidents were down, the deer kill was up, and no nonhunters were involved in accidents.
An average of seven to eight visibility-connected accidents per year occurred in the test area during the eightyear period prior to 1967. During the 1967 season, however, there were only four such accidents-about a 50
per cent reduction. In one of these four accidents the
victim was not wearing the required blaze orange. In
the other three accidents the victim was wearing only a
fluorescent orange cap which all the shooters say they did
not see, probably because the caps were obscured by thick
growth. One of the accidents took place at near darkness,
another happened in a foggy swamp, and the third took
place in extremely heavy cover.
The statewide deer kill was up about 2,500 from the
1966 tally, and the section oT the state showing the largest
percentage increase was southwestern Maine!
Three
counties lie wholly within the test area, and two of these
- York and Androscoggin-showed
record deer kills in
1967; the other, Cumberland, showed its highest kill since
1951. Most counties lying partially within the test area
had higher deer kills than in l 966.
So the first year of the two-year blaze orange law is
history. No accidents would have been better, but a 50
per cent reduction is a step in the right direction. We
hope 1968 will be accident-free.
NE OF THE
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Game Management

Areas

BROWNFIELD
BOG

By Douglas L. Marston
Game Biologist

Ducks, geese, and upland game
animals are attracted to this productive
2, 700-acre tract in western Maine

L

in the Saco River
valley in Oxford County,
the Brownfield Game Management Area is one of western
Maine's most picturesque and
popular waterfowl hunting areas.
This tract, which is also a favorite among deer hunters, was
purchased by the Department of
Inland Fisheries and Game in
1957. It contains roughly 970
OCATED

acres of marshland, 1,100 acres
of flood plain, and 650 acres of
wooded upland.
Although the area is approximately 40 miles inland and removed from the path of waterfowl migrating along the Atlantic
coast, there are appreciable numbers of birds flying through the
Saco valley that make use of it.

Extensive surveys, carried on in
1960 by game biologists to determine the wildlife management
needs and potential of the area,
indicated that improvements for
waterfowl nesting and hunting
would yield the greatest return to
sportsmen.
Because of spring flooding almost every year, ground nesting

Aeriai view of the general marsh area with
Pleasant Mountain in the distance to the east.
In the center is a portion of Quint Bog.
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waterfowl - primarily
black
ducks and ring-necked ducks have limited habitat, and tree
nesters such as the wood duck appear to offer the greatest potential for increased
production.
However, development of the area
has included the installation of
water
control structures
and
dikes to maintain more constant
water levels, thus improving conditions for ground nesting ducks.

A water control structure installed on the old river course in
1963 maintains water levels in
that area and in Bald Bog. The
increased level of Bald Bog has
reduced losses of waterfowl nests
to flooding and has greatly increased the use of the area by
ring-necked ducks.
More than 100 wood duck
nesting boxes have been installed
on the area since 1961, and about

---

30 per cent of these have been
used each year. An additional 20
per cent of the nest boxes are
used by song birds, sparrow
hawks, and flying squirrels.
Other improvements to the
area include the construction of
the main access road, just off
Route 160 at the southern end.
Improvements were made to the
road along the east bank of the
Saco River to provide access to
Great Bog.
A more recent development on
the area was the transplanting of
Canada geese that were brought
to Maine from New York and
New Jersey. Since 1965, 135
Brownfield Game Management
Area
is outlined by dashed line. The
entire area is open to hunting, but
there are some restrictions on
trapping of furbearers.

L-

I
I

L--

ACCESS ROAD
BOUNDARY

---

<,

More than I 00 nesting boxes
have been installed on the
area.
Metal guards have
completely eliminated predator
raids on nests.

~
:\fnp by

Great Bog as seen from the access point.
Ditching
dynamite was used to provide channel to deeper water.
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geese have been released on the
area.
The primary purpose of
the introductions is to develop
breeding populations
of these
birds.
Our first known nesting
occurred on Highland Lake in
Bridgton, and we are very hopeful that recent improvements in
goose feeding areas and the installation of elevated nesting sites
will make the area more attractive to geese.
For the future, we plan to
strive for maximum waterfowl
production, and we hope also to
improve deer food production by
cutting timber on certain portions
of the area.

First known nesting of introduced
geese occurred on Highland Lake,
Bridgton, in 1967.

Photo

Clearing in center was planted
grass and clover to provide
feed for geese.

to

by Cu rl e ton l'atriquin

Elevated goose nesting platforms
were installed during the
summer of 196 7.
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The author inspects one of the
water control structures installed
to maintain more constant
water levels.

I'hoto

by the au t hor
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TRANSITIONPersonnel changes within
the Maine Department of
Inland Fisheries and Game
Three retirements, two promotions, and a resignation head the
news of Fish and Game personnel
for this issue. Chief Engineer
Laurence Decker, Warden Supervisor Wendell Brown, and Salmon Commission Chairman Horace Bond retired recently after
long years of service. Larry Decker, a native of Clinton, joined the
Department in 1953 as a resident
engineer and was promoted to
Chief Engineer in 1954. In 13
years Larry designed 116 fishways for Maine waters, designed
and supervised construction of
several hatcheries, and did the
engineering on many Department
dams and buildings. Decker and
his wife, Velma, plan to winter in
Florida and return to their home
in Clinton each summer. Larry
plans to do some consulting work.
Warden Supervisor Wendell L.
Brown, Dover-Foxcroft, who retired after 33 years of service, is
a former school teacher and a
veteran of World War II. He is a
native of Princeton and a graduate of Washington State College.
Brown, his wife, Doris, and their
son, Noel, will continue to live in
Dover-Foxcroft where Wendell is
managing a service station.

DECKER

BROWN
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For several years before his
retirement, Brown supervised
and instructed at the Maine
Warden's School held at Camp
Keyes in Augusta. He has been
active in sportsmen's clubs in his
division, the Masons, Shriners,
Red Cross, Boy . Scouts, and has
been a member of the Maine
State Employees Association for
12 years.
Horace Bond was Chairman of
the Atlantic Sea Run Salmon
Commission since 1951. Bond,
from Bangor, has devoted countless hours of work on behalf of
restoration of runs of Atlantic
Salmon to Maine rivers. He was
the president of the Penobscot
Salmon Club and caught several
of the traditional presidential salmon. Mr. Bond was the first commissioner appointed when the
Salmon Commission was established in 1947. Now 78 and still
an active fly tier, he hopes once
again to catch an Atlantic salmon
from the Bangor salmon pool.
Lyndon Bond, who is the son of
Horace Bond, was recently promoted by Commissioner Ronald T.
Speers to the post of Chief of the
Fishery Division. Lyn, who served
as assistant chief since 1951,
studied fishery management at
the University of Maine and at
Duke University. He was a biologist for the Salmon Commission
for three years before joining the

H. BOND

Department's Fishery Division in
1950. Lyn and his wife, Pat, live
in Augusta. Their daughters
Lynda and Beth attend the University of Maine.
Donald K. Christie, Farmingdale, has been appointed director
of planning and research for the
Fish and Game Department.
Christie, a native of Portland,
was formerly supervisor of conservation education and had
charge of the conservation school
at Bryant Pond and the Fish and
Game adult education courses
held throughout the state.
In his new position, Christie
will have the responsibility of coordinating the planning and research activities of the Department as well as working with
other government and private
agencies.
Mr. Christie is married to the
former Ann Feehan of Portland.
They are the parents of one son,
Andrew.
Robert M. Davis, Bangor, recently resigned his position of
research biologist with the Fishery Division. Bob, who worked
out of the Department's University of Maine office, served as an
assistant regional fishery biologist in the Grand Lake Region
from 1958 to 1965 when he moved
into full-time research. Davis, a
native of Camden, served with
the U.S. Army. He and his wife,
Franc.es, will live in LaVale,
Maryland, where Bob will work
in fishery research at the University of Maryland.

L. BOND

CHRISTIE
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The Schoodic Lake Salmon Projecta progress report
HE FISHERY Research and Management Division of
the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and
Game, among its other responsibilities, is required
to furnish the Commissioner of the Department, his Advisory Council, the people of the State of Maine and professional fishery workers elsewhere, facts concerning the
state's many important game fishes. Such facts can be
secured only through long-term and intensive fishery research projects. As every reader of this article knows,
the landlocked salmon is one of Maine's game fishes most
in demand and, thus, one of its most important.
One of the least understood things concerning landlocks has involved delineation of what constitutes suitable
habitat for them in lakes-that is, within what range of
habitat conditions will salmon survive, thrive, and produce
a satisfying fishery. A second poorly understood matter
has involved the relative ability of salmon stocked at different sizes and ages to thrive and provide a satisfying
fishery in lakes found to be suitable for them. You can
easily see that with the fisheries of many of our salmon
lakes dependent upon stocking (which they are), we must
make the most efficient use possible of this expensive
product if the fishing license buyer is to realize the highest
return for his cash investment. For example, why stock
1,000 S-inch-long, 2-year-old salmon in a given lake if
1,000 4-inch-long, 1-year-old salmon will provide the
same quality of fishing?

T

CHOODIC LAKE is locat~d in Cherryfiel~, T.18, .M.D.,
and Columbia, Washmgton County, m the midst of
the extensive "blueberry barrens" of that county. The
lake is in the Narraguagus River drainage. It is a "kettlehole" pond formed by glacial action.
The Schoodic Lake salmon research project was started
in 1960. No salmon were present at the inception of
the project. The first plantings were made primarily to
see if salmon would survive and thrive in a lake type we
previously thought to be at best "marginal" for the species.
By marginal, I mean the lake:
(1) Is quite small as salmon lakes go ( 389 acres).
( 2) Has a maximum depth of only 3 7 feet and mean
depth of 22.
( 3) Has summer bottom temperatures in the deepest
areas of about 70° F., the temperature considered to
mark the upper limit which cold-water game fish tolerate
and still do reasonably well.
( 4) Lacked smelts, the major food fish for salmon.
( 5) Supports both smallmouth bass and pickerel as
well as white suckers, the latter both numerous and of
large average size.

S
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By Keith A. Havey
Fishery Biologist

The first stocking, made on October 10, 1960, consisted of two sizes of salmon of two different ages stocked
at different rates. Specifically, the stocking comprised
2,020 I-year-old fish (one year from the egg) that averaged about 3 inches long and 0.3 ounces in weight. Along
with these small salmon (the smallest we usually stock)
went 1,010 2-year-old salmon that averaged about 6
inches long and 1.5 ounces in weight. Each of the two
kinds of salmon was marked differently by fin clips so
that we could recognize them later on in their lives.
It should be emphasized here again that, primarily, we
made our earliest stocking at Schoodic merely to learn
if salmon would live and thrive there.
In early fall 1962 we took our first samples of the
population by netting. From our 50 fish sample, indications were that salmon were, indeed, surviving and thriving at Schoodic. From our samples, indications were that
our 1960 stocking of 2-year-olds had survived about twice
as well as the 1-year-olds stocked at the same time. However, studies of scales of the two kinds revealed that since
stocking two years earlier, the smaller fish had grown 11.0
inches on the average while the larger had grown about
9.5 inches.
With indications now strong that salmon would thrive
in Schoodic, we expanded the project to include springstocked 11h-year-old salmon; and we set up a definite
program of evaluation for subsequent stockings whereby
we could compare with a high degree of certainty, relative survival and growth of the three sizes and ages of
salmon we most usually stock in Maine: l-ycar-olds that
average about 3.0 inches long and are stocked in the fall;
11/2-year-olds that average about 4.5 inches long and are
stocked in spring; and 2-year-olds that average about 6.0
inches long and are stocked in fall.
One method of evaluation included and still includes a
part-time summer creel census to check angler catches.
A second method of evaluation includes trap netting and
tagging of fish each fall. The two methods of sampling
complement one another, strengthen the data, and give
us more confidence in our information. Since our intensive work started in 1962, 'Ye have been able to follow
almost completely through their life span in Schoodic a
stocking of 3,010 11h-year-old salmon stocked on May
22, 1962, a stocking of 2,015 one-year-old salmon made
on October 15, 1963, and a stocking of 1,007 two-yearold salmon made also on October 15, 1963.
Maine Fish and Game - Winter, 1967-68

of this progress report concerns data we
have gathered and evaluated from these three stockings of three different kinds of salmon and what the data
indicate. I emphasize here that this is but a progress
report and that the project is still in operation. Currently, we are repeating the experiment, using salmon of
the same sizes and ages and in the same numbers. It will
be at least 1970 before the data from the first detailed
experiment are fully duplicated-a necessity if findings
from our first test are to be accepted with the extremely
high degree of confidence desirable.
Let's first consider recoveries by fishermen of the three
sizes and ages of salmon we are studying at Schoodic.
The following table summarizes percentage recoveries of
the single test we have conducted for each kind as each
kind passed through the fishery.

T

HE BALANCE

Year Age when Number Angler recoveries in
stocked stocked stocked 1963 '64
'65
'66
1962
1963
1963

l1/z years
2 years
1 year

3,010
1,007
2,015

21
0
0

228
0
0

79
190
110

6
33
83

'67
0
4
9

Recovery
No. Percent
334
227
202

11.0
22.7
10.0

Remember that these figures are not total recoveries of
the different kinds of salmon, because our census is not

complete. However, based on relative recoveries in percentages, indications are strong that the 1-year-old and
11/2-year-old salmon are about equal in their capacity to
produce a salmon fishery at Schoodic. Two-year-olds,
on the other hand, seem able to produce a fishery at
Schoodic of about twice the magnitude of that of the
younger, smaller fish. The 1967 values are estimates
based on availability of the various kinds as indicated by
our netting in late fall 1966. Precise figures were not yet
available at this writing because the 1967 fishing season
was still in progress.
Minimum eventual harvest per pound stocked was 4.41
pounds for the Ph-year-olds, 4.39 pounds for the 1-yearolds and 2.24 pounds for the 2-year-olds. Considering
together numbers stocked and pounds harvested-with
pounds stocked as the basis for comparison-each pound
of 1-year-olds stocked yielded a minimum harvest of 5
salmon averaging about 0.90 pounds in weight. Each
pound of 1 Y2-year-olds stocked yielded a harvest of 3
salmon averaging about 1.50 pounds, while each pound
of 2-year-olds stocked resulted in a catch of 2.4 salmon
averaging about 0.90 pounds in weight.
From an economic standpoint alone, recoveries provided by the smaller fish appear to give the fisherman the
best "buy" for his license dollar.
While a detailed analysis and comparison of mortality
rates of the different kinds of salmon we are studying at
Schoodic is beyond the scope of this article, let's just
briefly consider one of the simpler comparisons possible
-that between fishing mortality and natural mortality
combined for the different kinds.
This comparison is
summarized in the following table:
Age of fish
Natural mortality Fishing mortality
Age I to II
51 per cent
14 per cent
Age II to III
41 per cent
34 per cent
Age III to IV
63 per cent
22 per cent
Age IV to V
81 per cent
15 per cent

Total mortality
65 per cent
75 per cent
85 per cent
96 per cent

These data are primarily from population estimates derived from returns of tagged fish in the fisheries and from
fall netting. Even in a small lake like Schoodic with its
relatively heavy fishing pressure, natural mortality is somewhat greater than fishing mortality in all age groups.
We recently have established smelts in Schoodic Lake.
Salmon growth on an insect diet at Schoodic has been less
than desirable, and it is hoped that the presence of smelts
will improve growth rates. Our continuing project will
permit evaluation of salmon growth before and after the
presence of smelts in the lake.
A more technical progress.report on the Schoodic Lake
project is available to any reader who wishes to know
the details to a greater extent than presented here. Copies
may be obtained from the Machias office of the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Game.
Summer creel census clerk Homer Worcester of
Jonesport checks a fisherman's catch as part of the
evaluation
of the Schoodic Lake salmon project.
Photo hy til(' author
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and complex events which are
the opening chapters in a fish's life story are being told millions of times this winter in the Department's eight fish hatcheries.
Though scarcely recognizable as fish in their present early stages of development, trout and salmon
that will some day come doggedly to an angler's
waiting net are feeding and growing at hatcheries

T

HE FASCINATING

Large nets are used to trap wild salmon
as a source of eggs for the hatchery.

in Enfield, Grand Lake Stream, Oquossoc, Phillips,
Deblois, Augusta, Casco, and Dry Mills.
A few months ago these fish were in the form of
unfertilized eggs inside ripe adult females. Stripped
from the female fish, the eggs were fertilized immediately with milt stripped from males, thus commencing the final biological processes whereby egg
becomes fish.
In all, more than two million eggs were obtained
by the Hatchery Division from various sources last
fall. By species, the approximate egg take was:
brook trout, 1,250,000; landlocked salmon, 629,000;
lake trout (togue), 253,000; and brown trout,
175,000.
Incubation takes from two to four months, depending on the water temperature and the species
involved. The tiny embryo within each egg grows
and develops and finally wriggles free of the ruptured shell, carrying with it an attached yolk sac
which for a month or so will be the young fish's food
supply.
When the yolk is nearly gone, the young fish are
fed several times daily on a diet of small, dry pellets containing fish meal, grains, and vitamins. As
they grow larger, they are fed less frequently with
larger pellets.
This spring, when the fry have outgrown their
indoor facilities, they will be transferred to concrete
pools outdoors where they will remain until they
reach stocking size. Most of these fish will be
stocked either this fall as fall fingerlings or next
spring when they will be yearlings.
Overseeing all of these processes, and many more,
is the hatcheryman. Thirty trained fish culturists
operate the Department's hatcheries and feeding stations, maintaining a constant watch over their young
charges through the entire cycle from egg to stocked
fish. Their skill, patience, and hard work today
mean the best possible returns to the fisherman tomorrow.

Stripping con~i~ts of remo~ing t~e eggs from ripe female
fish and fertil1Z1ng them with milt from male fish.
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To Soar Again Another Day
the big bird left his perch high in the
ancient pine. With powerful strokes of long,
brown wings, he began climbing and searching
for the familiar current that every afternoon carried him along then over the ridge and down into
the broad, farmland valley. Here he often found
his sustenance.
Sharp eyes scanned the corn field below for signs
of a rabbit, a small bird, a mouse, or anything else
that would make a meal. Nothing was seen on the
first pass. One wing dipped, a few more sweeping
strokes for altitude, then back up the other side.
He swooped down for a close look along the hedgerow, then climbed and circled back again when he
reached the end.
Unaware of being watched, a meadow mouse
shuttled nervously from the field to the hedgerow
and back again in a few seconds. He was carrying
back to his nest bits of corn left behind by a marauding raccoon. He paused for a moment to have a
quick meal in the clover growing at the edge of the
hedgerow. He heard too late the ripping sound of
air rushing across set wings, and the steel grasp of
the bird's talons brought swift death to the little
rodent.
After quickly consuming his catch on the nearby
rock wall, the bird was on his way again. A large
chub thrashing in the shallow water of the brook
caught his attention and soon became his next meal.
He carried the fish to a high branch of an old,
spreading pasture pine, a place the big bird often
visited to eat, rest, and watch.

By Tom Shoener

ILENTLY,

and his son, Billy, had had a good day.
With the help of their old setter, Jill, they
found the mark on two woodcock and two grouse.
They had seen a good dog work and had savored the
heady wine known only to those who venture afield
in the fall. This was Billy's first hunt. In his game
bag were his first birds. He was proud, and so was
Ben.
The bird was devouring the last of his fish as
the two hunters reached the edge of the field. He
had encountered hunters and farmers before and
would not let them come much closer; if they did,
he would fly. They stopped. He watched.
Ben stood with his son for a second and watched
the big bird, then began mapping out plans on how
they could sneak around in back of it and get dose
enough for a shot. Ben was of a generation of
hunters who believed that all hawks without white
heads should be killed because they preyed on game
EN WALSH
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birds and animals. A white head meant a bald eagle,
our national emblem, a protected bird. He had read
a magazine article about the declining numbers of
eagles and thought that something should be done
about the situation.
The bird was getting nervous, Ben noticed, so
they must act fast. Then Billy did a surprising
thing. He told his father that he didn't believe they
should shoot the bird. Puzzled, Ben asked why.
The young hunter told of the man from the state fish
and game department who had talked about conservation at the school assembly a few weeks earlier.
He had gotten on the subject of the bald eagle's
plight and mentioned that until it is four or five
years old the eagle does not have the white head
and tail that distinguish it from the golden eagle
and other big brown hawks. He said that these
young eagles are often killed by farmers and gunners who think they are shooting hawks. He even
said that to kill any hawk is a mistake, as they do
much more good than harm. Studies of stomach
contents of hawks have shown that they eat far
more rats and mice and other pests than they do
game or poultry.
Always interested in what his son was learning
in school, Ben listened attentively as Billy told of
other problems faced by the bald eagle. Its nesting
habitat is being lost through the spread of civilization. It has lost much of the wilderness areas where
it finds needed space and solitude. Water pollution
has resulted in a lack of suitable food fish in waters
near many eagle nesting sites. And DDT and other
pesticides and poisons in food fish are believed to
be making the eagle's eggs infertile.
Billy really seemed concerned about the eagle's
future, and Ben was impressed. He thought it wonderful that in today's supercharged society, preoccupied with its own problems, youngsters are learning to appreciate the importance of the place in the
world occupied by lesser things.
hunters looked up in time to see the big,
brown bird soar off to the next field. He would
live to soar again another day.
HE TWO

Young bald eagle.
Through their fourth year, bald
eagles are all brown, lacking adult's white head and
tail. Fish and Wildlife Service photo by V. B. Scheffer.
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